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Abstract—This article aims to challenge and interrogate the concept of in-
tegration of digital technology in the curriculum. We set the stage for the dis-
cussion taking the notion of curriculum and discussing the way teachers take it 
as a mediating tool and structuring resource for teaching. In the next step we 
engage in the discussion of learning as transformative participation in school 
social practices and locate digital technology within that problematic situation. 
We then go into the key claim of the article arguing for the myth of integration 
of digital technology in the curriculum. This provides the background for for-
mulating a set of principles that would support the development of a framework 
for digital technology in education and respective contextual guidelines. To 
conclude we provide examples of topics under-represented in the research that 
are crucial to support such a framework.  

Keywords—Learning, curriculum, innovation, digital technology, students and 
teachers’ practice 

1 Introduction 

In education, internal and external forces lead to ever-changing scenarios in class-
rooms. New understandings of how children learn outside the school and in formal 
school settings as well as dynamic changes in curriculum and digital technology, 
result in the need for pedagogic retooling. In addition, population shifts within and 
between nations produce different educational needs for children in classrooms. 
Those forces combined with a revision of our understanding of what constitutes learn-
ing, call for a discussion on how the issue of using technology in education is being 
addressed and researched. The general concern of educators and teachers (and even of 
educational authorities around the world) with the question of ‘integration of digital 
technology in the curriculum’ is well known. As we will argue in this article, this 
concern is visible at the level of research reported and at the curriculum guidelines in 
several countries. 

2 On The Curriculum 

Despite the existing variety of computational subcultures (e.g. web video gaming, 
youtubing and social network activities, the vision of an acceptable computer culture 
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at school has not been established yet, at least from a progressive educational point of 
view. But we all know many examples (although fragmented in their school commu-
nities) in which children with dedicated teachers and intellectually stimulating digital 
technology applications are creating pieces for a new educational reality. 

The way teachers appropriate the curriculum are central to the discussion of its 
place in the educational system. But the issue goes a step back as the need for policy-
makers and educators to adapt educational curricula to changing labor markets is a 
worldwide concern. For example, [1] stresses the importance of technical and profes-
sional skills as well as generic digital technology skills needed to understand, use and 
adopt technologies. In parallel, life-learning ability to adapt to technology changes 
and creativity, communication skills, critical and logical thinking, teamwork and 
digital entrepreneurship are pointed out as complementary digital technology soft 
skills categorized as future work skills (p. 3). Likewise, research centered on compe-
tency analysis shows what we mean when we refer to technological competencies [2]. 

Traditionally, the teaching curriculum offers a path that the teacher should follow 
(regardless of the topic or discipline in question) to achieve predefined goals. In fact, 
the discourse that schools propose to teachers (and frequently impose on them) sug-
gest styles and forms of practice that are supposed to be the most efficient for curricu-
lar purposes. That discourse offers a rationale to make sense, to justify, to legitimate 
and to explain teachers’ practices to students and parents. According to [3], this is the 
field of reproduction of knowledge where in fact knowledge is re-contextualized as 
part of the pedagogical plan. The curriculum is the referent of that pedagogical plan. 
Teachers act within the field of reproduction of knowledge – the secondary context as 
[3] calls it. This is where the selective reproduction of the educational discourse takes 
place and includes agencies and practices at different levels (from kindergarten to 
higher education) as well as interrelations between those levels. 

The pedagogical discourses created in the field of re-contextualization (traditional-
ly structured by the curriculum and the textbooks) are again transformed according to 
each teacher’s appropriation of said discourses. In this process, the original discourse 
suffers an ideological transformation according to interests within the re-
contextualization field (i.e. the schools, the teachers). When pedagogical discourses 
(produced within the field of official discourse) are introduced in a classroom, they go 
through a process of re-contextualization that depends on the specific educational 
options of the school, the teachers and the community (including parents). Therefore, 
the discourse produced in classroom is a result of the relationships that make the spe-
cific contexts of teaching (where the school and the community are included). 

This discussion shows the complexity of school practices and teachers’ tasks and 
legitimates the claim that the curriculum is a structuring resource, often used by 
teachers as an artefact. The curriculum should be viewed within the framework of the 
social world where it is constructed and used. We must consider the mediating and 
symbolic character of the curriculum as an artefact as emphasized by socio-historical 
theorists (e.g. [4]) and recognized by situated learning perspectives (e.g. [5]). 

In this brief discussion of the curriculum’s role in school practices, we take the 
structure of an activity system’s model, as proposed by [4], and we concentrate on one 
of its elements – the artefacts in relation to other elements. We will then look at the 
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links between the notion of curriculum (as artefact) and the idea of mediation. It is 
common to see people distinguishing artefacts in two ways – on one hand, people 
refer to tools and signs, and on the other hand, we find researchers considering exter-
nal (or practical) artefacts and internal (or cognitive) artefacts. We should notice that 
in both approaches. The internal character of the artefacts is what determines its clas-
sification, independently of which it is used in. 

In any activity, functions and uses of artefacts are in constant transformation. 
Therefore, elements that seem to be internal in certain moment are externalized (for 
example through speech) as much as the external processes in certain occasions can 
be internalized. Freezing or splitting these processes seems to be an insufficient basis 
artefact understanding [4]. The author proposes a differentiation regarding the uses of 
artefacts that helps understanding the place of the curriculum in school: 

 “The first type is what artefacts used to identify and describe objects. The second 
type is how artefacts used to guide and direct processes and procedures on, within or 
between objects. The third type is why artefacts used to diagnose and explain the 
properties and behavior of objects. Finally the fourth type is where to artefacts used to 
envision the future state or potential development of objects including institutions and 
social systems.” [6] (Italics in the original, p. 382) 

This categorization of artefacts highlights that they are not being considered by 
themselves but always in relation to a certain use and inserted in a system of activity. 
Following Engeström’s perspective [6], the school practice, mediated by the curricu-
lum as an artefact, is a collaborative and dialectic process in its core and where differ-
ent perspectives and voices meet, collide and mix. This makes the complexity of the 
teacher’s task in dealing with prescriptive curriculum guidelines more visible. These 
guidelines may not draw from the collective essence of education activity, potentially 
creating inner conflicts in teachers’ pedagogical options. 

The claim just presented is a rather strong challenge to curriculum designers and 
educational authorities and even a greater challenge to the idea of ‘introducing digital 
technology in the curriculum’. Attention should be drawn to the diversity of meanings 
which are produced by the idea of ‘digital technology in education’ as meanings im-
pinge on each other; in school, for example, there are multiple meanings stemming 
from the idea of ‘teaching digital technology’, ‘teaching with digital technology’, etc. 
All of those notions share an emphasis on ‘teaching’ and on the need to have a curric-
ulum stating what students should learn or what are teachers’ perspectives to enhance 
learning in classroom [7]. Although we welcome and celebrate the diversity in inter-
pretation of what is relevant in the use of digital technology in education, we identify 
a strong tendency to center attention in the curriculum and consequently, creating the 
problem of ‘delivering digital technology in education’ or ‘introducing digital tech-
nology in the curriculum’.  

3 On Learning and Digital Technologies 

In 2001, when [8] the author stated that “students have changed radically, today’s 
students are no longer the people our educational system was designed to teach”, he 
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brought into discussion the need to think how students learn in a dynamic and chang-
ing social context and how schools should deal with new generation of students. 
While [8] suggested a distinction between natives and immigrants, he [8]; [9] made it 
explicit that ‘natives’ are being taught by ‘immigrants’ who are, in effect, not talking 
the same language nor living within the same system of activity. 

For a number of years, the discussion on natives versus immigrants was part of ac-
ademic work (with different perspectives) but we must situate that discussion in its 
time. The author referred to the first generation of students born in a technology-rich 
social world interacting rather naturally with it, as he introduced an opposition be-
tween ‘natives’ and ‘immigrants’. “As Digital Immigrants learn – like all immigrants, 
some better than others – to adapt to their environment, they always retain, to some 
degree, their "accent," that is, their foot in the past. The “digital immigrant accent” 
can be seen in such things as turning to the Internet for information second rather than 
first, or in reading the manual for a program rather than assuming that the program 
itself will teach us how to use it (p.2)” [8]. 

If students have access to computers, touchpads, mobile technology, videogames, 
digital music players and all the variety of ‘toys’ and tools of the digital age, their 
needs as students are certainly different from ten years ago and this should impact 
curriculum guidelines. Processes of using information – search, selection, accommo-
dation and assimilation – are critically different [10]; [11] should be treated as differ-
ent by the school and the curriculum [11]. 

Therefore, teachers need to establish forms of communication “in a way that fits 
with the needs of the digital natives i.e. going faster, less step-by step, more in parallel 
with more random access among other things (p.2)” [8]. As stated by Tapscott, (2009, 
cit. by [12]), the new generations are imposing a change in pedagogy models from a 
teacher-focused approach based on instruction to a student-focused model based on 
collaboration. 

The so called ‘gap’ existing between practices of students in school and outside 
school is well known and in some sense, this also applies to teachers. Still, we need to 
look at gaps in social practices as a mere point of view if we admit that there is conti-
nuity in everyday practices. Rules applied in schooling are much clearer and explicit – 
in fact, rules are reified in the curriculum and in school organization and translate to 
classes, exams, etc. – then in other social spaces, outside school. We should note that 
everyday practices (where we include schooling, as is the place where students spend 
most of their time) are ‘ruled’ by scripts that in many cases constitute a kind of cur-
riculum one should learn to perform in socially adequate forms. So, the idea of bridg-
ing the gap between schooling and home practices must be unpacked, concentrating 
the effort on the artifacts (instruments, tools, rules) that make the different systems of 
activity in order to create real gaps that contribute to the emergence of discontinuities 
in practices. It is therefore important to identify the factors and strategies that can help 
enhancing the use of digital technology in school and bridging the gap between 
schooling and other aspects of students’ lives. 
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4 The myth of Digital Technology Integration in the 
Curriculum 

The efforts for integrating digital technology within the school curriculum derive 
from the mythical idea that ‘students will learn what is in the curriculum’. In fact (and 
perhaps unfortunately) this is not the case. Educational authorities’ belief in the ‘myth 
of the curriculum’: the idea is that, once clearly stated in the curriculum and in text-
books, learning objectives and contents become objects that are easy to learn or teach. 
This utilitarian view of the curriculum is often adopted by teachers while planning 
lessons and it becomes one of the many existing school myths.  

Myths play a major role in people’s lives. They help organize experiences even 
when they don’t portray real problems or solutions. People often take myths to sup-
port and legitimate actions and decisions. However, as teachers or educators we must 
question and deconstruct myths inherent to schooling. The myth of the curriculum as 
driving force for learning is well established in teaching. In fact, objectives, contents 
and teaching methods that constitute the curriculum documents are mere reifications 
of teaching practices that shouldn’t be taken as the source of learning. 

Most myths about the integration of digital technology in the curriculum results 
from un-problematized and oversimplified visions of digital technology in schooling 
of its forms and application strategies (e.g. for assessment and accountability purpos-
es) and from the de-problematization of its use at large in society. In contrast, students 
bring meanings and practices from outside school which are diverse, powerful and 
one step ahead of the schools’ view of digital technology in society (and generally of 
their teachers’ perspectives). Those two rather different mindsets — the school-rules-
based perspective and the extra-school everyday context perspective — stand in ten-
sion with each other and tend not to feed each other but to radicalize and get closed in 
their own boxes. 

A key element that should contribute to manage that tension is the way teachers 
use the school curriculum as a mediating artefact in their teaching practices. An open 
view of the role of digital technology in school requires teachers to address what hap-
pens in larger structures inside the social organization of the school. Teachers as cur-
riculum developers would bring them to operate inside their professional community, 
seeing themselves as a transforming agent [13].  

In 1980, [14] wrote in his book Mindstorms: 

• If, as I have stressed here, the model of successful learning (i.e. Piaget 
etc.) is the way a child learns to talk, a process that takes place without 
deliberate and organized teaching, the goal set is very different. I see the 
classroom as an artificial and inefficient learning environment that soci-
ety has been forced to invent because its informal environments fail in 
certain essential learning domains, such as writing or grammar or school 
mathematics. I believe that the computer presence will enable us to so 
modify the learning environment outside the classroom that much if not 
all the knowledge schools presently try to teach with such pain and ex-
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pense and such limited success will be learnt as the child learns to talk 
painlessly, successfully and without organized instruction. (p.8) [14] 

Even if it still seems quite radical, after 40 years, this quote suggests a reflection on 
how schools are still nowadays addressing the promotion of digital technology appli-
cation in learning. It is a fact that the social world impoverished in certain kinds of 
learning (e.g. mathematics) –kinds of learning that schools traditionally imposed on 
children for 200 years. Still, everybody recognizes that digital technology is trans-
forming the way people deal with knowledge in many activity domains and even the 
way they deal with their everyday problems and situations [15], [16]. 

Digital technology powerfully enabled the contexts of practice outside the class-
room to deal with knowledge and information offering unprecedented freedom and 
access to the tools. This would suggest that schools no longer need to waste time on 
the traditional kinds of learning they deliver. Moreover, taking a radical position for 
those who expect it at this stage, like almost all learning outside the classroom, 
knowledge would be achieved without organized instruction. 

We claim that the entry point for analysis and discussion of strategies to include 
digital technology in school practices is not the curriculum. We acknowledge that 
teachers need indications from the school’s administration towards the use of digital 
technology as part of the school’s resources to be used, valuing practices transfor-
mation and teaching strategies [17]. However, it is the teachers’ responsibility to in-
terpret the guidelines provided by the (probably ceaseless) school curriculum and turn 
them into relevant activities. This rationale has strong implications in the way schools 
and authorities should deal with digital technology in education and the ‘problem of 
integration of digital technology in education’. 

Integration comes from the Latin word integrare, which means turning integer. In-
teger itself derives from in (negative) together with tangere (touching), offering the 
notion of ‘untouched’ or ‘not modified’. Therefore, the very concept of integration is 
contradictory: on one hand, it connects to an idea of transformation and on the other 
hand, it links to the idea of freezing or remaining static. 

However, it is widely discussed the ‘integration of digital technology in the curric-
ulum’ and in fact we could imagine the same kind of discussion and analysis that 
Seymour [18] proposed in 1996 in an article published in The Washington Post Edu-
cation Review. There, he presented the parable of ‘integrating the pencil in the class-
room to understand the effect in pupils learning’ and suggested the irrelevance of 
formulating the issue of digital technology in education as a problem of ‘integration’. 
Tom Johnson [18] addresses this issue in his blog (http://pencilintegration.blogspot. 
com/) through an amazing dialogue. 

“Here it is an exchange between Tom and his colleague, the ‘Pencil Teacher’ (PT) 
called ‘Why penmanship class is failing our students’: 

PT: “Do you really think we need a one to one ratio of pencils to students?” 
Tom: “I think it will be valuable for students. It seems like it will probably en-

hance learning.” 
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PT: “Yes, but they are already learning it in the Pencil Lab. I teach them penman-
ship skills and most of them have already learned to put together a document of 
words.” 

Tom: “I assure you that I won’t be teaching pencil skills. Instead, we will be using 
pencils within the curriculum.” 

PT: “Tom, these kids don’t know the basics. I see how they treat my pencil lab. 
I’ve had four pencils stolen despite the fact that they are bolted to the desktop. Yours 
will be mobile. Kids snap off erasers. I’m just worried about you, that’s all.” 

Tom: I can’t blame him for being nervous. They already use his Pencil Lab for 
student projects and I’m guessing he’s worried that pencil-integration will eventually 
phase out the need for a penmanship class. Yet, honestly, he has done little to make 
the subject relevant. Do his students analyze the shift from an oral to a print culture? 
Do they look at the shifts in the world in an industrialized society and what it means 
for citizenship and for human identity? Do they create projects that simulate how 
people will use pencils in the workplace or in life? Do they write and read with pen-
cils?” 

As suggested by [4], the functions and uses of artifacts are in a constant flow and 
transformation that derive from the activities. Artifacts are not fixed and frozen. They 
do not exist outside their use by people. Artifacts are not defined externally to the 
practices where they are developed and where they are used. Their usefulness is not 
revealed analyzing the properties we identify outside the practices where they are 
used. 

Artifacts are artifacts of practices and of participants. Therefore, they should be 
read and assessed in context and such context often derives from interacting with the 
very artifacts in question. In summary, this is our foundation to argue for the focus to 
be put on students’ and teachers’ practices with technology in school, not on process-
es of digital technology integration in reified objects such as the curriculum. 

5 The Need for an Evidence-Based Framework 

The fictional dialogue just presented illustrates a common oversimplification in 
school curricula, as well as in some research projects when dealing with the use of 
digital technology in the classroom. In fact, it is crucial to preserve the complexity of 
the situations and problems that teachers face when trying to accommodate the curric-
ulum guidelines (that tend to be rather prescriptive) into situations in the classroom. 

[19] analyzed 21 models for technology enhanced learning and found that only one 
developed design framework was based on empirical research. In this case, “the em-
pirical nature of the development enabled the model to not only indicate what perti-
nent dimensions should be considered during contextualized technology-enhanced 
learning design, but also confidently provide practical guidance about how to design” 
(p. 991). There are clear indications of the lack of empirical-based evidence to pro-
duce guidelines towards a framework on how the use of digital technology in schools 
should be addressed with teachers. 
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In the last section of this article, we explicit a set of principles towards a possible 
framework for action. An action in designing strategies to articulate research and 
curriculum development for the use of digital technology in school. While doing this, 
we stress the key claim of this article: focusing on practices will open ways to demys-
tify the issue of integrating digital technology in the curriculum. In fact, although we 
recognize a social role for myths (e.g. as organizing principles for action or as part of 
a rationale to legitimate decisions which lack empirical evidence), we strongly take on 
the implications of the previous sections: innovative research agendas are needed to 
support the use of digital technology in education in connection to the curriculum. 

5.1 A focus on practice 

The adopted view on learning and practices recognizes that learning is an integral 
part of participation is practices. 

• “A community of practice is an intrinsic condition for the existence of knowledge, 
not least because it provides the interpretive support necessary for making sense of 
its heritage. Thus, participation in the cultural practice in which any knowledge ex-
ists is an epistemological principle of learning. The social structure of this practice, 
its power relations, and its conditions for legitimacy define possibilities for learn-
ing (…)” [5] (p.98).  

In order to understand the critical role of digital technology in school – as in every-
day activities, we need to address practice as the focus of research. Researching on 
teachers’ practice involves considering teachers in action using digital technology as 
well as other common artifacts we usually find at schools (e.g. curricula, notebooks, 
etc.) and at home (computers, TV sets, game platforms, mobile phones, etc.). It is 
crucial to consider forms of speech, types of representations and also meanings that 
teachers ascribe to their practice. Understanding how teachers incorporate technology 
in their everyday activities makes room to the claim that practice should be the focus 
of research efforts and opens a path to formulate evidence-based guidelines to consol-
idate a framework. Instead of focusing on ‘integration of technology in the curricu-
lum’ we claim that the main issue is in teachers’ and students’ practices in school 
everyday, using a variety of artifacts where technology represents a rather relevant 
dimension. 

5.2 The unit of analysis 

Digital technologies are cultural artifacts. Individual students and teachers can no 
longer be viewed as detached from their cultural environment. At the same time, 
community can no longer be understood without the actions of individuals who use 
digital technology. This means that digital technology ceased to be seen simply as raw 
material for educational upbringing. Including the concept of activity (and activity 
system) [4] allows us to focus on complex interrelations between the individual sub-
ject and the community bringing forth the idea of practice. Looking at each student as 
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a person who lives among a variety of activity systems where different technologies 
have different roles and assign different meanings to actions, – in and out of the 
school – it is critical to look at practices taking place within those different activity 
systems.  

The very notion of participation emerges in teachers’ and students’ practices both 
as a process and a product. More than equated as individuals, teachers and students 
are participants in the social, institutional and communal world. Within this frame-
work, the unit of analysis should incorporate simultaneously the person, the activity 
and the context where it evolves. The importance of defining the unit of analysis as 
the activity system comes from the need to specify and explicit the elements that con-
stitute the boundaries of the analyzed practice. We not only consider the curriculum as 
a mediating artifact within teachers’ and students’ practices at school, but we also take 
a broader, more holistic view of what matters when researching digital technology in 
education. 

5.3 Research approaches to the empirical field 

Researching school practices with digital technology suggests the adoption of 
methodological approaches under the principle of ‘fitness to purpose’. This means we 
should recognize the primacy of relationships between the research problem being 
addressed and the conceptual framework used in the analysis of empirical data col-
lected. Preserving the dialectical relation between the empirical and theoretical fields 
of research is crucial to produce less bias results. We argue an eclectic approach to 
research regarding the type of data needed, the forms of analysis to be carried out and 
the methodological strategies to produce evidence and align conclusions. Following 
[20], 

“(…) critics of research practice have argued that an adequate explanation for em-
pirical results must convincingly show that the data occur as they do because of the 
processes described by the explanation, and not accidentally or coincidently (...) and 
to meet this requirement, the researcher cannot simply describe or identify data in 
terms of a framework, nor unquestioningly accept a predetermined framework, as 
either would be to assume, rather than to demonstrate, that an explanation derived 
from the framework is adequate.” (p. 204) 

It seems crucial that when addressing the use of digital technology in students’ and 
teachers’ practices within the frame of school curricula, researchers make decisions 
that convey credibility and validity to the results. These results represent a major 
condition for research to be considered and valued by teachers and decision makers. 
Research methods that seriously consider the context produced by students’ and 
teachers’ practices, and that relate results to the context of the empirical field, firmly 
contribute to support relevant frameworks for the use of digital technology in school-
ing. 
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6 Conclusion 

While addressing the issue of integrating digital technology in the curriculum, we 
assume a critical position regarding the discourse that maintains and concentrates 
efforts focused on the curriculum. We claim that the focus should be on school prac-
tices and that the quality of participation in those practices is central for the success of 
learning. The teacher is the key actor in creating opportunities for learning and that is 
why we finish this article pointing out three major under-represented issues for teach-
ers’ professional development when discussing the use of digital technology in teach-
ing and learning.  

Teacher competences: Many teachers struggle to develop their teaching compe-
tences in contexts where reform and innovation are not the dominant issues. Research 
on technology enhanced teacher education programs should address the way 21st 
century skills are framing those training programs and how teachers or educators are 
prepared for that task. This means both to emphasize and value the initial and contin-
uous teacher education programs as well as to do research on them from within. 

Learning from practice: We know much less than we should about what and how 
teachers learn from practice. They spend most of their time doing teaching and work-
ing in the school, designing teaching and organizing activities. Reflection is necessary 
for effective instruction. However, reflection rarely drives instructional moves. In-
stead, teachers continuously observe students and continually make moment-by-
moment inferences and decisions. Those would be the appropriate conditions to pro-
mote coflection [20] thus expanding the concept of reflection that traditionally teach-
ers are encouraged to include in their practice with students, colleagues and parents. 
We understand far too little about how coflection helps teachers to develop from their 
own teaching. 

Opportunities to learn: Research lacks empirical comparisons that look into dif-
ferent opportunities to learn when teachers use digital technology as they interpret the 
curriculum in the classroom. But we understand that students immersed in intentional-
ly designed practices have greater possibility to participate and engage in activities 
and therefore, learn. In the extreme variety of complex contexts of schooling, the 
teachers become a crucial agent in identifying opportunities to learn and designing the 
appropriate activities. While looking at the way students use digital technology every-
day – and how they engage in exploration, discovery, analysis and production – 
teachers realize the potential in assimilating the use of those technologies in school-
ing. But research is needed to support and provide guidelines on the processes of 
naturalization of digital technologies in people practices. 
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